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Abstract : Deduplication, which can spare stockpiling cost by 

empowering us to store just a single duplicate of 

indistinguishable information, turns out to be exceptionally 

noteworthy with the sensational increment in information 

put away in the cloud. To ensure information classification, 

they are typically encoded before re-appropriated. 

Conventional encryption will definitely result in numerous 

distinctive ciphertexts created from the equivalent plaintext 

by various clients' mystery keys, which blocks information 

deduplication. Concurrent encryption makes deduplication 

conceivable since it normally scrambles the equivalent 

plaintexts into the equivalent ciphertexts. One orderly issue 

is the way to dependably and successfully deal with countless 

keys. A few deduplication plans have been proposed to 

manage the joined key administration issue. Be that as it 

may, they either need to present key administration servers 

or require cooperation between information proprietors. In 

this paper, we plan a novel customer side deduplication 

convention named KeyD. 

 

Key Words : Data Deduplication, Convergent Encryption, 

Convergent Key Management, IBBE. 

 

I. Introduction  

 

The information is developing seriously with the approach of 

the time of Big Data. We have to always expand the capacity 

gadgets in the event that we keep utilizing the customary 

stockpiling way. Then again, an ever increasing number of 

clients are inclined to out-source their capacity to cloud, for 

example, Amazon Web Services (AWS) [1] for monetary 

investment funds. The consistently expanding information and 

clients, combined with numerous reinforcement and different 

elements, result in increasingly more duplication of records or 

blocks in the cloud. So as to enhance the capacity proficiency 

in the compensation as-you-go demonstrate [2], deduplication 

task is received for disposing of copy duplicates of repetitive 

information on the cloud-side. 

 

So as to enhance the capacity productivity in the 

compensation as-you-go demonstrate [2], deduplication 

activity is embraced for wiping out copy duplicates of 

repetitive information on the cloud-side. Consider a precedent 

that m clients redistribute similar information copies1 of n TB 

to the CSP. With information deduplication, just a single 

duplicate is really put away in the cloud, and the resulting 

occasions are referenced back to the spared duplicate for 

lessening stockpiling generally from mn to n TB. Be that as it 

may, so as to secure the wellbeing of the redistributed 

information, they are generally scrambled by their proprietors 

previously re-appropriated to the CSP. At that point it comes 

the issue, in what manner can the CSP perform deduplication 

when these equivalent information duplicates are scrambled 

into various ciphertexts by various clients ? 

 

Convergent encryption (CE) [3], which encrypts a data 

duplicate with a joined key determined by registering 

the cryp-to realistic hash estimation of the substance of 

the information duplicate itself and along these lines can 

deliver indistinguishable ciphertext from 

indistinguishable plaintext, brings the would like to 

acknowledge deduplication while guaranteeing 

information secrecy. This property of joined encryption 

enables the CSP to perform deduplication on encoded 

information. Specifically, clients scramble their 

information duplicates utilizing relating united keys and 

redistribute en-crypted information to the CSP. They 

simply need to keep focalized keys locally with the goal 

that they can later reestablish the information. Be that as 

it may, the quantity of concurrent keys increments 

straightly with the quantity of information duplicates 

since an information duplicate compares to a united key. 

As we as a whole know, in pragmatic document 

stockpiling frameworks, for example, Google File 

System GFS [4] and Hadoop Distribute File System 

HDFS [5], information records are generally isolated 

into fine-grained blocks to encourage deduplication the 

board, which makes the concurrent key stockpiling 

considerably increasingly genuine. 

 

• We propose a novel customer side deduplication 

plot. In particular, we make a mix of convergent encryption 

(CE) and ID-based communicate encryption (IBBE) to 

accomplish secure and productive convergent key 

administration, without presenting some other autonomous 

key administration servers or trusted outsiders.  

 

• Security examination exhibits that our plan ensures 

the classification of information documents and the security of 

concurrent keys.  

 

• A far reaching execution examination among KeyD 

and a few present works is given, demonstrating that our plan 

improves a tradeoff among the capacity cost, correspondence 

overhead and calculation overhead. 

 

II Related Work 

 

Information deduplication in distributed storage [10] [11] is a 

successful method to enhance storage room usage by eliminat-

ing copy duplicates. As indicated by the area where it is 

performed, deduplication methodologies can be separated into 

server-side deduplication and customer side deduplication. In 

server-side plans, the CSP performs deduplication after it gets 

all information, in this manner part of the system transmission 

capacity will be squandered to transfer copy duplicates. In 

customer side plans, every datum duplicate is transferred just 

once. At the point when clients transfer copy information, 

they will be educated by the CSP about the duplication and 
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don't have to transfer the information any more. Another order 

criteria is the information gran-ularity and deduplication 

techniques can be partitioned into record level deduplication 

and block dimension deduplication. 

 

File-level deduplication takes out copy information 

documents, while block-level dimension deduplication 

disposes of copy hinders in various records. Block-level 

dimension deduplication frameworks are without a 

doubt increasingly adaptable and proficient to deal with 

nonidentical documents with indistinguishable blocks. 

Our work falls in the class of customer side 

deduplication and can work in both record level and 

block-level dimension, without the guide of key 

administration servers or other confided in outsiders. 

 

A larger part of existing deduplication plans depend on 

Convergent Encryption (CE) [3], which was proposed by 

Douceur et al. in 2002 and later formalized as Message-

Locked Encryption (MLE) in [12] [13]. Storer et al. are the 

first to utilize CE to execute deduplication [14]. They 

proposed two secure deduplication plots in single-server 

stockpiling and appropriated stockpiling frameworks, while an 

indepen-mark metadata server is expected to store metadata in 

the later. Anderson et al. [15] planned a deduplication 

conspire for quick and secure workstation reinforcements, 

which effectively diminished the quantity of records to be 

filtered and henceforth diminished back-up times. A nearby 

server is expected to execute multi-client validation to shared 

information. Both [14] and [15] takes a shot at document 

level. All the more fine-grained block dimension 

deduplication was accomplished in [16], with a metadata 

director acquainted with actualize key administration. [17] 

lessens the straight matching correlation times of the plan in 

[13] to about logarithmic occasions. All the above plans 

dependent on concurrent encryp-tion are server-side 

deduplication. 

 

III Priliminary 

 

We use focalized encryption (CE) strategy to en-sepulcher 

records and blocks, confirmation of possession (PoW) for a 

customer to demonstrate that he has the document, and 

personality based communicate encryption (IBBE) joined 

with a sym-metric encryption (SE) plan to scramble united 

keys. As is notable, a SE plot is a triple of calculations 

(Keytten(1λ) → k, Encrypt(k, M ) → C, Decrypt(k, C) → M ), 

where λ is a security parameter and k, M , C are the key, 

plaintext and ciphertext separately. Note that our plaintext 

information are unusual for enemies who don't possess them, 

and they can't be possibly listed by adver-saries. Along these 

lines, our information encryption plot bolsters a subjective 

type of Message-Locked Encryption (MLE) [13] yet not 

restricted to Convergent Encryption (CE), in spite of the 

determinacy of MLE and CE. 

 

Convergent Encryption 

 

Concurrent encryption, presented by Douceur et.al. [3], has 

been generally utilized in the deduplication of information put 

away in the cloud. It is a cryptosystem that produces 

indistinguishable ciphertext records from indistinguishable 

plaintext documents, regardless of their encryption keys. To 

scramble an information duplicate (a record or a block) 

utilizing focalized encryption, a client initially processes a 

cryptographically solid hash an incentive from the information 

duplicate, and after that utilizing this hash an incentive as the 

merged key to encode the information duplicate. The client 

could likewise determine a tag for the information duplicate, 

which will be utilized to recognize duplication. Along these 

lines, similar information duplicate will be encoded by a 

similar key, bringing about the equivalent ciphertext and tag. 

At that point the ciphertext and the tag are given to the server 

and the client holds the united key. The server would now be 

able to perform deduplication on the ciphertext, checking 

regardless of whether it is as of now put away [12]. Note that 

both the united key and the tag are autonomously determined, 

and the tag can't be utilized to conclude the joined key and 

bargain information classification [6]. A concurrent 

encryption plan can be formally characterized as a 

quadruplicate of the accompanying four calculations 

(KeyGen, Encrypt, Decrypt, TagGen) :  

Keytten(M ) → K is the key generation algorithm that maps a 

data copy M to a convergent key K; 

• Encrypt(K, M ) → C is the symmetric encryption 

algorithm that takes both the convergent key K and the data 

copy M as inputs and then outputs a ciphertext C; 

• Decrypt(K, C) → M is the decryption algorithm that 

takes both the ciphertext C and the convergent key K as inputs 

and then outputs the original data copy M ; 

• T agtten(M ) → T (M ) is the tag generation algorith- 

m that maps the original data copy M and outputs a tag T (M 

). 

Proof of Ownership 

Deduplication requires that if at least two clients claim a 

similar document, just a solitary duplicate ought to be put 

away in the cloud. At the point when clients transfer a record 

that has been existing, he will demonstrate his responsibility 

for document to the client and acquires the data related with 

the capacity, for example, the pointer of the duplicate. The 

client specifically sending a hash estimation of the 

information duplicate to the server for check appears to be a 

conceivable arrangement. In any case, as the information is 

scrambled, the cloud server can't process the hash estimation 

of the information duplicate and needs to store many hash 

esteems alongside information duplicates, particularly when 

the measure of information is gigantic 

Identity-based Broadcast Encryption 

 

We embrace the Identity-Based Broadcast Encryption (IBBE) 

[27] to scramble concurrent keys before sending them to 

the Cloud Service Provider (CSP). A fundamental expert 

associated with an IBBE is the Private Key Generator PKG. 

Utilizing its lord mystery key M SK, the PKG can produce an 

unscrambling key skIDi for each new part with personality 

IDi to decode messages. An alluring component of the IBBE . 

 

conspire is that the broadcaster does not hold any private 

data. Messages can be scrambled with the assistance of an 

open key P K and the set S of personalities of the 

beneficiaries. At that point every one of the characters in S 

can unscramble the messages. Given security parameter λ 

and maximal size m of the objective set, an identity-based 

broadcast encryption scheme IBBE can be  formally 
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described  as a  tuple of algorithms 

(Setup, Extract, Encrypt, Decrypt): 

• S

etup(λ, M ). Takes as input the security parameter λ and 

m the maximal size of the set of receivers for one 

encryption, and outputs a master secret key M SK and a 

public key P K. 

• Extract(M SK, IDi). Takes as input the master 

se- cret key M SK and a user identity IDi. Extract 

generates a user private key skIDi . 

• Encrypt(S, P K). Takes as input the public key 

P K 

and a set of included identities S = {ID1, . . . , IDs} with 

s ≤ m,  and  outputs  a  pair  (Hdr, K).  When a message 

M ∈ {0, 1} is to be broadcast to  user-  s in S, the 

broadcaster generates (Hdr, K) ← Encrypt(S, P K), 

computes the encryption CM  of M under the symmetric 

key K ∈ K and broadcasts (Hdr, S, CM ). We will refer 

to  Hdr as the  head-  er (which actually encapsulates 

the identity-based broadcast encryption key K) of 

broadcast ciphertext, K as the message encryption key 

and CM as the broadcast body. 

• Decrypt(S, ID, skID, Hdr, P K). Takes as 

input a subset S = {ID1, . . . , IDs} (with s ≤ m), an iden- 

tity ID and the corresponding private key skID, a 

header Hdr, and the public key P K. If ID ∈ S, the 

algorithm outputs the message encryption key K 

which is then used to decrypt the broadcast body CM 

and recover M . 

IV Problem Formulation 

• System Model 

 

 

8VHU &63 

 

 
 

Fig. 1. The system model of KeyD 

 

 

There are two kinds of elements in our information 

stockpiling redistributing model, including the client and the 

cloud specialist organization (CSP), as appeared in Fig.1. 

Both document level and square dimension deduplication are 

upheld in our framework. Specifi-cally, record level 

deduplication can be diminished to square dimension 

deduplication and we will put accentuation on the last 

mentioned. 

The client claims a lot of information, and he is typically 

constrained in his storage room and figuring ability. So he 

needs to re-appropriate the information to the cloud and 

access them later. With the end goal of sav-ing system transfer 

speed in the information transfer stage, the client just transfers 

the information that has not been put away in the cloud. On 

the off chance that duplication occurs, he runs the PoW 

convention with the CSP to demonstrate his possession, and 

updates materials identified with the merged key (CK's) 

personality based communicate encryption (IBBE) with the 

assistance of CSP. Else, he CE-encodes the information and 

IBBE-scrambles the merged key respec-tively and after that 

transfers them, in particular "Information's CE and CK's IBBE 

Initialization" in Fig.1. In our setting, the client just needs to 

secure his mystery key and keep up his ID with the goal that 

he can later unscramble the joined keys to additionally recover 

the redistributed squares.  

 Security Model 

We mostly consider two kinds of security dangers from the 

CSP and outside aggressors separately. The CSP in our 

framework is thought to be "straightforward however 

inquisitive", to be specific that it will sincerely execute the 

relegated assignments in the dedu-plication convention, yet 

might want to learn however much mystery data as could 

reasonably be expected. For example, it might endeavor to 

extricate helpful data of information or focalized keys. An 

outside aggressor alludes to a pernicious client that expects to 

get some learning about information documents not possessed 

by him through cooperations with the CSP. Consequently, 

every one of the information records and focalized keys are 

touchy and should be completely ensured against outside 

assailants and the CSP. 

 Design Goal 

In this paper, we develop a protected deduplication plan to 

oversee joined keys, which bears the accompanying capacity 

and security objectives.  

 

• No Additional Independent Servers or Trusted Third 

Parties: Our essential objective is to accomplish secure and 

dependable focalized key deduplication, without 

advertisement ditional autonomous servers or confided in 

outsiders. The plan should bolster customer side deduplication 

by communications between just the clients and the cloud 

server.  

 

• Confidentiality of Data: Our plan should ensure the 

classification of information, suggesting that the client can't 

get the responsibility for information from the CSP by running 

the PoW convention in the event that he doesn't have the 

information, and the client who can't demonstrate his 

possession ought to be not able unscramble the ciphertext put 

away in the distributed storage. The information should 

likewise be ensured well against the inquisitive server.  

 

• Semantic Security of Convergent Keys: The security 

of united keys ought to satisfy that regardless of whether a foe 

acquires some scrambled merged keys, he can't recuperate the 

joined keys for records that he doesn't possess, and he can't 

recognize concurrent keys as indicated by their comparing 

encoded adaptations. The merged keys ought to be 

semantically secure against the legit yet inquisitive cloud 

server too.  

 

• Ownership Privacy: The responsibility for 

information duplicate by a client ought to be private to both 

vindictive clients and different clients who share the 

indistinguishable duplicate. It implies clients who don't claim 
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the information can't realize who has/have it in any capacity, 

and information proprietors can't know who share(s) the 

information with them when duplication occurs, even through 

cooperations with the CSP amid possession refresh process. 

 

V Performance Analysis 

In this area, we assess the execution of our protected 

deduplication conspire KeyD regarding the capacity cost and 

the overhead of calculation and correspondence. Since Li's 

Dekey [6], Wen's SKC and CKS [9], and our plan all core 

interest on the merged key administration issue of benchmark 

approach in [6], we will give a far reaching correlation 

between these plans through hypothetical and piratical 

investigation. Regarding the capacity cost, we basically center 

around the cost that an information proprietor should pay for a 

square that he stores in the cloud. For correspondence and 

calculation overhead, we will lay accentuation on the 

overhead for an information proprietor to transfer a square. A 

few documentations that will be utilized in the examination of 

capacity cost and correspondence overhead are recorded in 

TABLE I. So as to encourage examination, we expect the 

default sizes of information record and information square are 

10MB and 4 KB separately. Since the plan we proposed is a 

general deduplication convention, which means which can by 

and large handle all datasets with repetition, we didn't indicate 

a dataset in the trial. We use the hash work SHA-256 to 

produce a joined key of size 32 bytes for each square, and 

furthermore set the measure of a tag to be 256 bits for the 

clearness of correlation. In addition, we embrace the 

symmetric-key encryption calculation AES256 in Cipher-

Block Chaining (CBC) mode as the default calculation to 

scramble merged key as in [6]. For effortlessness, we use PBC 

library [30] and pick type A paring with 80-bit security level 

to direct the trial on Linux Debian 4.6. with Intel Core i7-4790 

CPU @ 3.60GHz and 20G memory. At long last, we use 

Amazon Web Service (AWS) as the cloud server and Amazon 

Elastic File System (EFS) [31] as the document stockpiling 

framework, which precisely accepts 4 KB as the square size 

and can be gotten to effectively. 

 

7.1 Storage Cost  

In our KeyD, the CSP stores {T (Bi), ci , di , cki , Hdri} for 

each block Bi . Here di is the symmetric encryption of ki ∈ Z 

∗ q using the convergent key kci , so its length is O(|ck|). Hdri 

consists of Ci1 and Ci2, which are elements in groups G1 and 

G2 respectively. Therefore, our total storage cost is |T ag| + |c| 

+ 2|ck| + 2|G1|. In Li’s Dekey [6], they utilize (n, k, r)-RSSS 

(where n > k > r ≥ 0) to generate n shares from a convergent 

key, so their storage cost on the S-CSP and n KM-CSP is 

more than |c| + 2n|T ag| + 2|ck|, where n ≥ 3 in their scheme. 

In Wen’s SKC [9], the CSP stores {T (Bi), Chi , Cbi } for 

each block Bi , and the trusted GW has to store an O(|q|)-long 

session key K and a secret prime ri ∈ Z ∗ q . Therefore, the 

total storage cost of SKC is |T ag| + |ck| + |c| + 2|Z ∗ q |. In 

their improved scheme CKS, the CSP just needs to store T 

(Bi) and Cbi for each Bi , but every GW needs to store m key 

shares Ci,j , which length is O(|Z ∗ q |). Then the actual 

storage cost of CKS is |T ag| + |c| + m|Z ∗ q |, indicating that 

the storage cost that every owner needs to pay for Bi increases 

with the number of owners of Bi . The storage cost for a data 

block of four schemes is listed in Table 2. According to our 

experiment hypothesis, |T ag| = |ck| = 256 bits, |G1| = 512 bits 

and |Z ∗ q | = 160 bits. . Hence, the capacity cost of Dekey is 

more than our KeyD since the quantity of key-administration 

servers n is no less than 3. What's more, the capacity cost of 

SKC is only somewhat less than KeyD. The capacity cost of 

Wen's enhanced plan CKS is identified with the quantity of 

information proprietors, making the correlation among CKS 

and KeyD not all that instinctive.  

 

7.2 Communication Overhead 

Concerning correspondence overhead, we think about two 

conditions, to be specific the square copies or not. In KeyD, 

on the off chance that an information proprietor transfers a 

copied square Bi , he needs to connect with the CSP to include 

his personality ID into Bi 's beneficiary set Si . On the off 

chance that Bi is special, the client just scrambles the square 

Bi and relating concurrent key kci and after that transfers them. 

In Dekey, if Bi copies, the client just demonstrates to the S-

CSP and n KM-CSP his possession and acquires mystery 

shares, rather than sending whatever else. Be that as it may he 

should initially send T (Bi) to each KM-CSP and Tj (F) to the 

j-th KM-CSP. In the event that Bi is another square, the client 

ought to figure n mystery shares for the relating merged key 

and after that sends them to the S-CSP and n KM-

CSPseparately. In SKC, if Bi copies, the trusted GW (a 

ground-breaking client) will figure xj = (kj ) rn mod q for 

other m − 1 proprietors and communicates every one of them 

to each proprietor. The proprietor will utilize the new normal 

session key to encode the concurrent key and sends it to the 

GW, who will further advise the CSS to supplant the encoded 

focalized key. On the off chance that Bi does not copy, the 

session key will be built up just between this client and the 

GW. In Wen's CKS, if Bi copies in two neighborhood 

correspondence systems (LCNs), four clients in two LCNs 

need to trade their key offers with the assistance of two GWs. 

Else the information square will be encoded and sent to the 

GW, who will at that point forward it to the CSS. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 Comparison of Communication Overhead (Byte) 

 

 

VI Conclusion and Future Work 

 

In this paper, we propose a protected customer side 

deduplication plot KeyD to successfully oversee merged keys. 

Information deduplication in our structure is accomplished by 

connections between information proprietors and the Cloud 

Service Provider (CSP), without support of other confided in 

outsiders or Key. The board Cloud Service Providers. The 

security examination demonstrates that our KeyD guarantees 

the secrecy of information  what's more, security of 

concurrent keys, and well ensures the client proprietorship 

security in the meantime. Exploratory outcomes  show that the 

security of our plan isn't at the cost of the execution. For our 

future work, we will attempt to look for approaches to ensure 

the personality protection of information proprietors, which 

isn't considered in our plan. 

 Duplicate Not duplicate 

Dekey 64n >5240+96n 

SKC 148 8525 

CKS 384+40m 8425 

KeyD 384 4264 
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